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Mrs. Pearl W. Von Allmen  
Law Librarian  
University of Louisville  
Louisville, Kentucky  

Dear Pearl:  

Had a "request" from Jane Hammond that each chapter set up a system to notify her and headquarters after each election who the new officers are, so as soon as the results are official, will you send official announcement to her as secretary of AALL (Villanova) and to Mrs. Myrtle H. Diemer, Administrative Secretary, AALL Headquarters, 53 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 60604. You may have gotten the same announcement, I forwarded a letter to you today.  

Thank you again for a thoroughly pleasant trip home and for being such a fine room-mate! It was a good meeting, weather and all, except for the shadow cast by Dorothy's death. I wrote to Paul Willis about the memorial fund, asking for suggestions, and also about writing a memorial for the Journal. Will probably hear from him this week.  

Hope you got thru Nashville without too much difficulty - the unmarked lanes on our newly-surfaced street must have been a headache. The whole length of West End was resurfaced after the damage from last winter's snow and traffic was a mess. 

Also hope that you'll be coming back this way to see us and your Columbia friends.

Yours,  

[Signature]
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